
I'm da Man

Lil Mouse

[Intro]
Nigga I'm da man

Yo bitch know that I'm da man
And she on me cause my bandz

That choppa make em

[Hook]
I'm da man

Nigga I got bandz
Yo bitch know that I'm da man
And she on me cause my bandz

I'm HellaBandz
That choppa make 'em dance
Bitches know dat I'm da man

And they know that I got bandz
(2x)

[Verse 1]
I'm da man and I got bandz
My shooters blow like fans

Do a hit up out that van
On your block where you be layin'

119 that's my land (MBB)
MBB the gang

On my block where we shoot K's
Run up wrong then you get changed

Shoot at us we shooting back
Ain't no lackin' I keep the strap
Better duck when that 50 clap

Please don't get yo shooters whacked
A 100 bullets flying in yo trap

Niggas mad I got that sack
Bitches jockin' my pockets fat
Get outta line I leave you flat
My shooters a kill yo shooters

Shoot rockets ain't talkin' Huston
He partin' than we gone do him

Can't stop me when I get to shootin'
My wrist look like a cooler

I'm ballin never been a hooper
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Ridin' foreign coolin' with my shooters
I'm blowin' AK's and rutgers

[Hook]

Riding foreign in that Lam
Shorty jockin cause who I am

Money stackin I keep them bandz
Up this rachet and shoot yo man

I be ballin' like Jeremy Lin
I be rockin' expensive shit
Riding expensive whips

Try me than i call six
I be trappin' I'm in the kitchen
No dishes I'm water whippin'

My Benz put it on 40s
My Chevy put it on 60s

I'm shootin' like Austin Rivers
My money is coming quicker

I'm riding with a bunch of killers
They shootin' like movie filmers

[Hook]
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